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Linda
Fraser
...
Nurse Unit Manager 3A

Introducing

How long have you been working at Logan Hospital?

I commenced here on April 10th of this year. I had previously worked here in 2005-2008.

Where did you work prior to Logan Hospital?
Gold Coast University Hospital as NUM of cardiology.

What do you love about being a nurse?
Being a Nurse has been a very rewarding career, versatile to cope with family demands and always a
new horizon whenever I needed a change.

What are some of your career highlights?
Being a NUM, I have loved this aspect of my career. I enjoy running a ward and managing a
team. I especially love enabling team members to strive and achieve their full potential.

What challenges have you faced during your career?
My career has been very diverse. I have worked in a hospital dedicated to plastic
surgery, a rehabilitation hospital, operating theatres, burns units, orthopaedics,
intensive care, coronary care, cardiac surgery, renal and respiratory units. I have also
worked in a GP practice and as a nurse in a child care facility. The very diversity
of nursing is something I have valued and taken advantage of over the years,
each experience combining synergistically to lend value to the whole, and each
coming with its own set of challenges.

What are you enjoying about it so far?
I like the feeling that I am engaging with the local community, something
I rarely felt when I worked at such a distance from my home. More than
anything else though, I love being the NUM of such a wonderful team of
nurses, 3A is a great place to work!

What do you enjoy doing in your spare time when you’re
not nursing?
I am very family orientated, I love spending time with my grandchildren.
I also provide care for an aged parent and I love the extended family
that I have. Now that I am no longer studying (I have completed a
Masters in Critical Care and an MBA in recent years). I am enjoying my
hobbies that include reading, gardening and sewing.
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Transit Care Hub’s
winter solution

Transit Care Hub (TCH) has turned up the heat on Logan Hospital’s
winter strategy increasing attendances through the unit from 700 to
almost 1000 each month.
Nursing Director for Patient Flow, Fiona Butler said that while extending the opening hours
for the TCH and increasing the admission criteria for the transitional space was important
for improving visibility, the key was the introduction of a pull strategy to improve patient
flow from Emergency.
“Our patient flow strategy here at Logan is significantly different than other
facilities in that we have a pull strategy from inpatient units which was
introduced in May 2017 to address bed block,” Ms Butler said.
“In 2012 the Transit Care Hub was looking after 5000 patients annually.
The change in models and the growth in service now ensures the Transit
Care Hub can care for nearly 1000 patients a month.”
Part of this pull strategy involves a daily list from the Patient Flow
Manager of potential discharges which is actioned by four key
groups: the pull nurse from TCH, radiology, the discharge pharmacist
and the NUM of Patient Flow.
The night Patient Flow Manager, introduced in May, allows identification
of patients for discharge 24 hours to improve the availability of beds across
the hospital.
“We are able to accept patients from inpatient units early through the
availability of education and discharge medications through our dedicated TCH
Pharmacist role which was a key winter bed strategy this year,” she said.

Changes supporting the winter strategy
•
•
•
•

Pull strategy from ED and inpatient units
Extended hours weekdays
Weekend trial
Transfer for those patients who are ready
for early discharge to TCH
• TCH Pharmacist role will be permanent
• Surge support both in winter and times of
disaster
• July: cared for 970 patients
Featured: Jo Heck with patient David Bartley.

A/NUM Transit Care Hub, Shelly Smalley said that longer hours in the TCH,
as well as a trial of weekend and public holiday operation, was another key
strategy introduced for winter which has proven benefits for year-round
application.
“This winter has proved that TCH assistance on weekends and public holidays is
a benefit for the volume of patients presenting to the Emergency Department and
discharging from inpatient units to improve patient flow through the organisation,”
Ms Smalley said.
She said there were many benefits to the extended model including patients
discharged from ED awaiting transport by QAS, and improvements for
inter hospital transfers presenting via TCH instead of ED to take the
pressure off the already over-busy Emergency Department.
“While this drives our main agenda to find beds for the many patients
who need them, the benefit for patients is that they have more focus
on a seamless journey out of hospital and home to their loved ones.”

> Accreditation
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2G MAPU/Palliative Care Unit
surveyor ready

We are able
to display the
audit results
in our limited
environment.

What do staff in MAPU/Palliative Care plan to do when Short
Notice Surveyors arrive?
Welcome them, explain why we are in the current location. It is business
as usual and the MAPU and Palliative Care Multidisciplinary team
continues to provide safe patient centric care.
NUM Marg Fisher said despite not having their performance boards on
display, the team continued to review the audits and devise plans to
improve patient outcomes.
“We are able to display the audit results in our limited environment.”

She said the team appreciated the positive feedback from the patients
and their families regarding the high standard of the accommodation in
the new location.
“The staff are managing in the new unit and with the evolving changes
that we are experiencing with Digital Hospital implementation and
education.
“There is excitment, fear and high anticipation of the implementation of
Digital Hospital, Planetree and Future Hospital.
“Returning to our much loved 2G is something we are all looking forward
to at the end of October.”

> Digital Hospital
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Relocation schedule on its way

A message from
Dr Jacinta Powell,
Executive Director
Logan Bayside Health
Network Metro South
Health
We are currently undertaking a
major project at Logan Hospital
to upgrade our electrical and
communication systems.
This will ensure we have the infrastructure in place
required to support the Digital Hospital when it goes
live from 20 November.
This has in turn required the temporary relocation
of most of our Building One wards while the work is
done.
This work is now complete in those wards presenting
the most complex project challenges, including the
maternity ward, the special care nursery, and the
birth suites. Mental health wards 2J, 2K and 2L are
also complete.
Unfortunately we have had to delay the next moves
in the queue. This is due to delays in the delivery
of some of the new electrical distribution boards
required for the upgrade.
The following relocations have progressed this
week:
•
•

Ward 2D will return from 2G back to 2D
Ward 3A will relocate to 2G

A new, detailed move schedule will be released in
the near future, once we know delivery dates for the
remaining boards.
Despite these delays we are still aiming to have this
work completed by 30 October 2017.

> Digital Hospital
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Medical Imaging - ready for Digital
Take a short trip down Hospital Street to
visit Logan Medical Imaging Department
(MID) and you will discover a very
enthusiastic, energetic, vibrant team of
staff who are embracing change, new
technology and system upgrades, at
the same time continuing to provide
excellent service and care to patients.
Prior to the digital hospital Go Live in November
2017, the MID will undergo a significant system
upgrade to their Radiology Information System.
Director of Medical Imaging, Mark Horder said
that though his team are in
the thick of massive change,
they are looking forward to the
implementation of the new
Radiology Information System,
or K4 as the MID like to refer to
it, and the ieMR.

imaging reports can be electronically sent back to
the patient’s ieMR.
“The K4 is required to allow for seamless integration
with the ieMR and is a user-friendly, smarter system
which will streamline daily operations.
“It has features and functionality built in to the
system that simplifies departmental workflow
such as patient arrival, scheduling of patient
appointments and receiving and registering
requests.

“The ieMR will improve service
delivery to our hospital’s
internal and external
customers,” Mark said.

“Patients will be able to receive SMS appointment
reminders and appointment letters, via email,
which will help reduce departmental costs and
improve communication with patients.”

“It will enable all hospital
clinicians who request medical
imaging to see live updates
reflecting the booking status.

Leading the change management for MID are
the ‘Changels’ – Change Angels (AKA Change
Champions). Change Champions meet fortnightly
to develop new workflows, brainstorm ideas
and possible efficiencies ahead of the ieMR
implementation and then provide feedback to their
respective areas.

“Requests can be
electronically made from the
ieMR directly to MID and the
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Child Protection Week ... 3-9 September
Child Protection Week is a time
when we are reminded of the
work that Logan Hospital does
with children and families to
keep children safe.

It is also an opportunity to reflect on our
practice and responsibilities to children.
Panda Unit, situated in Logan and
Beaudesert hospitals are hubs where
staff can consult on issues of child
protection.
This year Panda Unit staff are facilitating
the collection of small items for children
who are going into foster care, to make
their transition a little easier.
Staff are invited to donate items such
as toiletries and small comfort items to
assist these vulnerable children. Staff
can drop items to Panda Unit (Building
3, Level 3). At the end of Child Protection
Week, gifts will be sent to local Child
Safety centres for distribution.
Keep an eye out for the Child Protection
Week display in the foyer of Logan
Hospital.

Nicola Anderson, Social Worker,
Child Protection Unit
I have worked in the Child Protection Unit at Logan
Hospital for the past nine and half years. I support
our staff in recognising and reporting concerns
to Child Safety and we do a lot of liaison
with Child Safety and the police in relation
to child safety. I previously worked for
Child Safety in the community for three
years and I wanted to come over to the
health setting. There can be frustrations
and personal challenges in relation to
seeing children who have been hurt and
harmed which can be really difficult.
I enjoy working with our stakeholders
in Child Safety and the police to make
sure children are safe and with our
internal staff to help build strength
and resilience in families so children
can stay at home safely.
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Seth grateful forsupport

3C/CCU nurse Seth Hargreaves has left hospital and is
home with his loving family.

Seth said the removal of a spinal tumour had sadly left him a paraplegic
but that love and support of friends, family and his colleagues at Logan
hospital had been wonderful.
“Thank you for all the messages of support, prayers and amazing efforts in
fundraising,” Seth said.
“It has helped myself and my family through a difficult time.”

Featured: Seth leaving rehab.
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National Stroke Week, 4-7 September
Think F.A.S.T act FAST

When it comes to stroke, every minute counts.

Time saved = brain saved

The earlier appropriate treatment is delivered, the better the
outcomes can be for patients.
This National Stroke Week, the Stroke Foundation is aiming to ensure
every Australian household has someone who knows the signs of
stroke and to call Triple 0. Share the F.A.S.T. signs of stroke with your
friends, family and colleagues - the life you save could be your own.
Just by knowing the signs of stroke makes you part of the F.A.S.T.
Response Team:

Face - Check their face. Has their mouth drooped?
Arms - Can they lift both arms?
Speech - Is their speech slurred? Do they
understand you?
Time - Time is critical. If you see any of these
symptoms act FAST and call Triple 0!
Time is critical in treating stroke. Paramedics, nurses and doctors can
only help if you join the FAST Response Team and dial 000 at the first
sign of stroke. Stroke is always a medical emergency.

Featured inset: Nikki Hall (CNC Stroke) and Alex Lau
(Physician and Stroke Consultant) on the luge start
point at the Stroke Society of Australia Scientific
Meeting in Queenstown, NZ.
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Community Voices
Hello.

We were at the Logan
children’s Emergency
Department last Monday with our 11
year old daughter who split her head
open.

Did you know our facilities receive fantastic feedback each and every
month? Here are some recent examples sent to Logan Hospital.

think it will be noticeable at all once it
is healed.
He also had a laugh with us at the end
and even gave my other daughter a
high five when she asked for one.

We were also seen by a nurse whose
name I didn’t write down. Sorry. She
I wanted to provide feedback on the
was also lovely. She told my daughter
excellent care we received while we
stories and told her how brave she
were there.
was and kept coming in to check on
We were treated by Dr Mayo who was
her between her other patients. She
professional, courteous and great with made my daughter feel so special.
her. He did a brilliant job stitching
We were so pleased with the care
her up and was so great with her received by all in the hospital and
especially while she was getting the
wanted to pass on our feedback.
numbing needles.
He did such an amazing job I don’t

Thank you, NF

To Whom It May Concern,
Just a quick email to thank
all involved who delivered
District Orientation for Logan Hospital
on the 21st-23rd of August 2017.
All the sessions were interesting,
informative and concise and helped
me understand what is required of me
as an employee at Logan Hospital and
Metro South Health.

Beau also presented a section on
Planetree - person centred care,
which was extremely informative and
delivered with passion and dedication
around this philosophy of care.
It is so wonderful to see a Clinical
Facilitator with such dedication, skill,
and who is highly approachable.
Well done Beau and thank you again.
Kindest regards, AR

I would like to extend an extra big
thank you to the NMPDU, especially to
Beau Whitney - Clinical Facilitator, who
endeavoured to go above and beyond
to make sure I felt prepared and at
ease prior to assessment for BLS and
PLS.

Click the
PLAY button to
view the Pathway
to Excellence®
designation journey
video >>
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> What’s On...

Our specialist outpatient
management strategies will
mean increased availability of
appointments and
less waiting time
for our patients.
Click here so your team
can be continually ready

Search ‘specialist
outpatient’ on QHEPS
for more information.

All Metro South Staff are invited to the
Central Referral Hub Open Day

OPEN DAY
•
•
•

Take
a tour of the Hub and meet our team
Take a tour of the Hub and meet our
team
See a demonstration
of how wereferrals
process referrals on the Ambulatory Referral Management system
See a demonstration
of how we process
on the Ambulatory ReferralLearn
Management
system
more about the GP Liaison Program and initiatives in the hub
Learn more about the GP Liaison Program and
initiatives in the hub

th
When: Wednesday 27
September
The
Pulse is published weekly by the Media and

RSVP by Friday 22 September We
2017
Communications
Unit, Logan Bayside Health Network.
are offering two
sessions:
8am – 9:30am
email: GPLO_Programs2@health.qld.gov.au
To submit an article or if you just want to share an idea, email
heidi.giddins@health.qld.gov.au or call 3299 8145. Let us know if
2:30pm – 4.00pm
phone: (07) 3156 4349

youEight
are having
an event so we can attend and capture the moment
Mile Plains
Where: Unit 2/26 Brandl St,
or just sent through your story. We would love to hear from you...

date: Wednesday, 27 September 2017
editions of The Pulse can be found here >>
RSVP by Friday 22ndPrevious
September
time: Two sessions

Email: GPLO_Programs2@health.qld.gov.au
Phone: (07) 3156 4349

8:00-9:30am and 2:30-4:00pm

venue: Unit 2/26 Brandl Street,

Eight Mile Plains
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